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Appendix C. New geochemical considerations on the assumed abun-5

dances of U, Th, and K6

C1. Geochemical Introduction7

Geodynamic processes are intrinsically tied to geochemical realities. There-8

fore the adequateness of a numerical modeling of geodynamics heavily de-9

pends on the quality of the geochemical assumptions. A pivotal question is10

the initial chemical composition of the mantle. Apart from the primordial11

heat, the distribution of the abundances of the three significant heat-producing12

elements, U, Th and K, is crucial for powering the mantle motor.13

Palme and O’Neill (2003) recapitulate the knowledge on the major ele-14

ment composition. They compare the mass ratios of Al/Si, Mg/Si, Fe/Si,15

Na/Si, Zn/Si, S/Si and O/Si between the Sun and the major group of chon-16

dritic meteorites, namely CI, CM, CO, CV, H, L, LL, EH, and EL. The best17

concordance between solar and meteoritic abundances is with CI-meteorites.18

There are, however, certain deviations. The Earth and carbonaceous chon-19

drites have, e.g., a common depletion of manganese. Obviously, Earth and20

carbonaceous chondrites commonly keep records of a fractionation process21

in the inner solar system.22

C2. Should we apply a non-chondritic Earth model?23

On the other hand, Boyet and Carlson (2005, 2006) analyzed measure-24

ments of 142Nd/144Nd in kimberlites, carbonatites, komatiites, ocean island25

basalts and Pacific and Indian-Ocean basalts. The terrestrial Nd standard26

has a 142Nd/144Nd about 20 ppm or 18±5 ppm (Jackson and Carlson, 2012)27

higher than in chondrites. All terrestrial rocks younger than 3.5 Ga have28

virtually the same 142Nd/144Nd. Evidently, three cases are possible.29

I. The Earth accreted from non-chondritic building blocks.30

II. The Earth accreted from chondritic meteorites or from differentiated31

planetesimals that previously formed from chondritic meteorites. The low32

182W/184W ratio in iron meteorites (Harper and Jacobsen, 1996; Kleine et al.,33
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2002; Schoenberg et al., 2002) shows that the already differentiated planetes-34

imals contributed a larger percentage to the accretion of the Earth. A very35

early differentiation of the antecedent Earth is highly probable. A large36

early depleted reservoir (EDR) that explains the 142Nd/144Nd observations37

was formed and, complementary a smaller early enriched reservoir (EER).38

Sub-case IIa: The EER was near the Earth’s surface and was lost very early39

through collisions (O’Neill and Palme (2008)).40

Sub-case IIb: There is a mechanism that keeps the EER somewhere in the41

deeper mantle and, furthermore, prevents sampling. Relating to the further42

thermal and chemical evolution of the Earth, the cases I and IIa result in43

much the same thing. Boyet and Carlson (2006) emphasize that the abun-44

dances of U, Th and K in the EDR are only 60% of that of a chondritic45

mantle. In this case, a high percentage of the laterally averaged surface heat46

flow, qob, would originate from the primordial heat. The present-day value47

of the laterally averaged heat flow, qc, at the core-mantle boundary (CMB)48

would be much higher than previously thought. For a case of type IIa, O’Neill49

and Palme (2008) deduce that, satisfying the Sm-Nd and Lu-Hf constraints,50

the U and Th abundances in the Earth’s mantle are 10 to 30% lower than in a51

chondritic mantle. White and Morgan (2011) show that, in compliance with52

the mentioned requirements, a steady-state geodynamics or a geodynamics53

with small variations of the spatially averaged kinetic energy of mantle creep54

is impossible. If I or IIa would be true then we would find, in case of heavy55

depletion, an indication that the present-day rate of slab subduction is not56

sustainable or, in case of moderate depletion, the present-day mantle is in a57

phase of faster than normal plate motion.58

It is possible that, in the meantime, the EDR has been detected. The59

ε143Nd of high 3He/4He Baffin Island lavas (Stuart et al., 2003; Starkey et al.,60

2009) coincides with the ε143Nd value of EDR (Jackson et al., 2010; Jack-61

son and Carlson, 2012). – It is feasible to run the program of our numerical62

model, i.e. Terra, with a chemical-differentiation extension, for different geo-63

chemical initial assumptions. The calcium-aluminum rich inclusions (CAIs)64

in the carbonaceous chondritic meteorites have only a small scatter of age65

determinations. Jacobsen et al. (2008), e.g., found an age of 4567.6±0.4 Ma66

for a CAI from the Allende chondrite. Following Carlson and Boyet (2009),67

we assume an age of 4567.6 Ma for the start of the radioactive decay of U,68

Th and K in our model. The 182W/184W ratio of the most iron meteorites69

scarcely differ from the CAI initial 182W/184W. Therefore Carlson and Boyet70

(2009) assume that the metal-silicate differentiation occurred within less than71
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1 Ma. According to Wood et al. (2006), the “depleted” 182W isotopic compo-72

sition in iron meteorites shows that the core formation in asteroidal parents73

took place in less than 5 Ma. However, the accretion of the Earth from plan-74

etesimals with metallic iron cores and the Earth’s core segregation took 30 to75

40 Ma. The latter exact numbers are not used in our dynamic model because76

we can start the run only for that instant of time when the mantle is nearly77

totally in the crystalline state. The reason for this is our determination of the78

viscosity profile from solid-state considerations and the fact that the mantle79

was essentially solid in the course of Earth’s history. If too large volumes of80

the mantle are still fluid, the runs result in a numerical breakdown.81

C3. Recent evidence of a chondritic mantle model82

Similar to the mentioned manganese depletion, the terrestrial planets re-83

veal also other departures from the rest of the solar system. Marty et al.84

(2010, 2011) show that the terrestrial values of 15N/14N = 3.676 × 10−3 and85

D/H = (1.5 ± 0.3) × 10−4 are similar to the 15N/14N and D/H values of86

Venus, the interior of Mars, CI and CM carbonaceous chondrites. We sup-87

pose that CI and CM are the most primitive carbonaceous chondrites. Also88

the ∆17O of the Earth is close to the ∆17O of CI carbonaceous chondrites. On89

the other hand, the 15N/14N ratio of the solar wind is (2.178± 0.024)× 10−3
90

(Marty et al., 2011). This value is close to the 15N/14N ratio of Jupiter. So,91

the Earth and CI/CM chondrites are enriched in 15N relative to the proto-92

solar nebula (PSN) if the present-day Earth is considered largely consistent93

with this nebula. The D/H value of the PSN is (2.5± 1.5)× 10−5. Therefore94

also deuterium is enriched in Earth and CI/CM chondrites in comparison to95

the PSN. Marty (2012) reveals that, for the bulk Earth, water, carbon, neon,96

argon and krypton are in chondritic relative proportions. Formerly, proposals97

have been made that the volatiles of the Earth origin from comets. According98

to Marty et al. (2010), however, comets show ratios of 15N/14N = 7.5 × 10−3
99

and D/H = 3.0 × 10−4. Therefore it is probable that the Earth’s material is100

essentially derived from carbonaceous chondrites or asteroidal parents that101

stem from chondritic matter, presumably mixed with a small solar compo-102

nent because the accretion took place earlier than previously expected.103

The clustering of zircon age determinations and the present work show104

that the growth of continental crust (CC) was episodic, also during the105

Archean. Each episode of CC-growth starts with rocks having a chon-106

dritic εHf (Moyen and Martin, 2012) that, after the beginning of the episode,107
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gradually evolves towards negative εHf values. The Archean grey gneisses108

in the trondhjemite, tonalite and granodiorite (TTG) domains exhibit a109

176Lu/177Lu ratio that remained nearly constant throughout the Archaean110

and persisted close to the chondritic value of 0.0336 (Bouvier et al., 2008;111

Moyen and Martin, 2012). The TTGs obviously develop in several differen-112

tiation steps from an undepleted part of the mantle. One possible option is113

the extraction of thick mafic oceanic plateaus that survive a long time. After114

an age of 3.0 Ga, the oceanic plateaus will be subducted and suffer a further115

chemical differentiation. However, our model is not necessarily bound to this116

assumption. Guitreau et al. (2012) emphasize that the 176Lu/177Lu ratio117

varied only in an interval between 0.032 and 0.038 during the last 3800 Ma.118

These values fluctuate around the chondritic value of 0.0336. Therefore they119

suggest a derivation of CC from a primitive mantle by progressive stages,120

where this primitive mantle stems from a chondritic primordial Earth.121

Here we want to indicate in what manner the conflict between the ob-122

servations and interpretation of Boyet and Carlson (2005, 2006) on the one123

hand, and the novel arguments for a chondritic origin of the Earth on the124

other hand could be resolved. Graham (2002) uses the low 129Xe/130Xe ratios125

of ocean island basalts (OIBs) as evidence for the existence of an undegassed126

lower mantle reservoir. Mukhopadhyay (2012) shows beyond this statement127

that low 129Xe/130Xe in OIBs cannot be explained by mixing atmospheric Xe128

with Xe in mid-oceanic ridge basalts (MORBs). He demonstrates by new He,129

Ne, Ar and Xe measurements from Icelandic rocks that there are differences130

in the concentrations of chemical elements and 20Ne/22Ne ratios between131

MORBs and OIBs. Because 129Xe is produced from the radioactive decay of132

129I, and 129I became extinct at about 100 Ma after the start, that was at an133

age of 4567.6 Ma, the MORB and OIB mantle sources must have been sepa-134

rated by differentiation previous to about 4470 Ma. Mixing must have been135

limited. A similar figure of thoughts would be the idea that the primordial136

mantle had a chondritic Nb/U, the EDR has a superchondritic Nb/U and the137

obviously hidden EER has a subchondritic Nb/U (Graham, 2010), where the138

Baffin Island mantle possibly represents the EDR. If it is possible to unite139

these ideas then the mentioned sub-case IIb would be a possible solution.140

There are different proposals how to generate and to maintain an effective141

isolation of the deep EER or of similar reservoirs for all geologic time. E.g.,142

Lee et al. (2010) proposed that in the magma ocean for pressures between 10143

and 15 GPa, consequently in a layer around the later 410-km discontinuity,144

the liquids were denser than the correspondent PREM densities (cf. Dziewon-145
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ski and Anderson, 1981). For smaller pressures, low-density melts rise to the146

surface and form a preliminary crust. The layer between 10 and 15 GPa,147

however, founders and forms a new layer immediately above the CMB. This148

layer is enriched in incompatible elements, e.g. in heat-producing elements,149

and enriched in noble gases (3He, 22Ne, 40Ar) and CO2. The CO2/
3He ratio150

is approximately constant because the observed ratios in both MORBs and151

OIBs are not considerably different (Otting and Zähringer, 1967). But this152

would be only one possible explanation of an apparently primordial part of153

the lower mantle.154

C4. Heat production: Which abundances of U, Th and K should155

we accept for our model?156

According to the chondritic Earth models, the refractory lithophile ele-157

ments have chondritic relative abundances in the bulk silicate Earth (BSE)158

(Jagoutz et al., 1979; McCulloch and Bennett, 1994; McDonough and Sun,159

1995; Palme and O’Neill, 2003). Hofmann (2003) describes a typical sched-160

ule of chemical differentiation based on a chondritic mantle. The continental161

growth removes elements with larger ionic radii from BSE leaving behind a162

depleted mantle (DM), in this simplified scheme directly from BSE. Depend-163

ing on the assumed abundances of the heat-producing elements, DM ranges164

from 30 to 80% of the mantle’s mass according to Hofmann (2003), from165

30 to 60 % according to Bennett (2003). As an example for the order of166

magnitude of the concentrations in the geochemical reservoirs, we compile167

Table 1 of the main text, comparing different proposals. Finally, we use the168

data by McCulloch and Bennett (1994) because of their internal consistency.169

The 250 ppm K in BSE, recorded in column McC & B of Table 1, has been170

introduced by Jochum et al. (1983), who proposed K/U=12000, whereas ac-171

cording to column McC & B of Table 1 a nominal value of K/U=12315 is172

obtained.173

According to the EDR-proposal by Boyet and Carlson (2006), a potassium174

abundance of 160 ppm is possible whereby no or nearly no 40Ar is necessary175

for the present-day mantle whereas for the 250 ppm K of the chondritic model176

about 50% of 40Ar should be stored somewhere in the mantle, presumably177

in the deep mantle. Similarly, the abundance of U and Th in the EDR178

would be only 60% of the chondritic abundance. The bulk heat production179

due to radioactive decay of U, Th and K would be only 12 TW. However,180

measurement based estimates of the present-day total surface heat flow range181
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from 44 to 47 TW (Pollack et al., 1993; Davies and Davies, 2010). This poses182

a major problem to the EDR hypotheses of the variants I and IIa. From these183

variants it follows that the primordial heat would be considerably larger than184

previously thought.185

The following facts argue against I and IIa. With regard to our numerical186

model, we should assume an initial age of τ = 4567.6 Ma (Jacobsen et al.,187

2008; Carlson and Boyet, 2009). Ryder (2002) shows a plot of the number188

of lunar craters with diameters greater than 1 km versus age in Ga. If the189

hypothesis would apply that Ryder’s exponentially decreasing curve could190

be extrapolated backward for τ > 4100 Ma, we would indeed arrive at sig-191

nificantly higher values of the primordial heat of the Moon and, therefore,192

also of the Earth because the intense continuous meteoritic bombardment193

would also hit the nearby Earth. On the other hand, we find on the Moon194

an anorthositic crust with an age τ = 4456 Ma. From this it follows that the195

continuous meteoritic bombardment hypothesis is wrong. Therefore we have196

to assume a late heavy bombardment (LHB) from 3950 to 3870 Ma. On the197

one hand it is very probable that the Earth had a magma ocean 4567.6 Ma198

ago, on the other hand Harrison et al. (2005) observed 176Hf/177Hf initial199

ratios of 4010 to 4370 Ma detrital zircons. Harrison et al. (2008) continued200

these investigations using concurrent Lu-Hf and 207Pb/206Pb analyses and201

determined ages between 4560 and 4200 Ma for the extraction of the zir-202

con’s protoliths. Scarcely anybody anticipated such an early emergence of203

the Earth’s crust. In our model we assume, somewhat conservative, a maxi-204

mum crustal age of 4490 Ma. Harrison et al. (2008) even concluded that by205

4350 Ma a silicious crust had begun to form. Iizuka et al. (2006) estimated206

U-Pb zircon ages of 4200 Ma in a 3900 Ma granitic rock in the Acasta Gneiss207

Complex in Canada. Blichert-Toft and Albarède (2008) investigated 63 zir-208

cons from the Jack Hills, Australia, that were formed 4100±100 Ma ago, and209

that were derived from a 4300 to 4360 Ma old protolith. From these investi-210

gations, it becomes clear that there was a relatively cool early Earth before211

the LHB which strongly favors the earlier estimates of the initial heat of the212

Earth.213

If, however, the primordial heat is considerably lower than assumed ac-214

cording to the EDR hypothesis (variants I or II a), then e.g. the initial K215

abundance should be higher than in EDR. In agreement with this direction,216

Marty (2012) concludes that the isotope signatures of H, N, Ne and Ar can217

be explained by mixing between two end-members of chondritic and solar218

compositions and that a significant portion of 40Ar (that is generated by the219
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decay of 40K) must still be stored in the present-day silicate Earth. A recent220

estimation of the K/U ratios is given by Arevalo et al. (2009): K/U(DM)221

= 19 000 ± 2600; K/U(OIB) = 11 900 ± 2200; K/U(CC) = 13 000 ± 3000;222

K/U(BSE) = 13 800±2600. They find 280±60 ppm K for BSE; this interval223

contains the estimated K abundances of BSE of Jochum et al. (1983) and of224

Table 1. From McCulloch and Bennett (1994) or column McC & B of Ta-225

ble 1 we get K/U(DM) = 16 700; K/U(CC) = 10 100; K/U(BSE) = 12 300;226

K/U(OIB) not specified. Also these numbers are within the error limits of227

Arevalo et al. (2009). In comparison to Walzer and Hendel (2008), we have228

also incorporated a number of other essential improvements to our mantle229

convection model. E.g., we use here, the dependence of melting temperature,230

Tm, on the variable water abundance. Therefore also the shear viscosity, η,231

depends on the water abundance. With this assumption,the start of chemical232

differentiation is earlier. For a better physical comprehension by comparison233

of the present solutions of our system of equations (cf. Appendix A) with234

the 2008 results, we abstain from the initially intended modernization of the235

assumed U, Th, K abundances because all values stay within the error limits,236

i.e. we use the three columns McC & B of Table 1 of the main part of this237

paper.238

Furthermore, geoneutrino measurements by Gando et al. (2011) suggest239

high U and Th concentrations of the Earth’s mantle. Therefore also a high240

K abundance is expected. These new results argue against the proposal that241

the K abundance of BSE is only half as high to obtain a virtually 40Ar-free242

present-day mantle. The mentioned results are also contradictory to the243

variants I and IIa of the EDR hypothesis.244

Stracke et al. (2011) present new Hf and Nd isotope analyses of clinopy-245

roxene from peridotites from the Gakkel Ridge, the Southwest Indian Ridge246

and the southern Atlantic. They conclude that the average DM is consider-247

ably more depleted than conventionally derived from MORB investigations.248

The residual peridotite of DM often exhibits a multi-stage depletion his-249

tory. DM is not, as earlier supposed , homogeneous but often contains large250

ultra-depleted domains similar to the Gakkel Ridge peridotites. In the con-251

ventional model of O’Nions et al. (1979), e.g., a mass fraction of DM of252

about 50% of the total mantle was estimated. Stracke et al. (2011), however,253

expect that the present-day mantle contains only about 20% DM. This re-254

sult is, of course, in stark contrast to the low-K-abundance model and to the255

EDR proposal (variants I and IIa). For good geochemical, but also numerical256

reasons, we continue to use the conventional concentrations of incompatible257
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elements according to McCulloch and Bennett (1994), in this paper, particu-258

larly because they are in the midst of the most recent geochemical proposals.259

All physical assumptions have been updated. Using conventional geochemi-260

cal assumptions, e.g. McCulloch and Bennett (1994), McDonough and Sun261

(1995), etc., we do not have any numerical problems. Using the variants I262

and IIa, however, especially the large values of the assumed primordial heat263

gradients at CMB cause a numerical breakdown.264
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